Surgical skills have been around since human beings walked erect and developed hand skills that allowed for crafting, harvesting, and the design of tools and weapons. Ancient man also realized that the best way to take your enemy down was a blow to the head. Throughout the world are many known examples of “skull crushers,” weapons solely designed to crush the skull of the enemy or an animal for food. Early man also needed to know how to treat or correct a head injury to save a friend or colleague. Surgery has been defined as the art or practice of treating injuries, deformities, and other disorders by manual operation or instrument appliances. The word “surgery” is derived from the Greek ἄνωργος, meaning “hand worker.” One of the earliest skills developed by Homo sapiens was the skill of drilling a hole in the head—what we now call a trephination. Archeological research has now identified trephined skulls that date back to at least 12,000 BC.

In reviewing some of these skulls there is clear evidence of postmortem bone healing. These findings reveal that these ancient surgeons could not only perform trepanations but could do it in such a fashion that the injured person survived their injury to the head. Historians have speculated that trephination was also done for religious reasons, treatment of headaches, and release of “demons or evil spirits.” There is unfortunately no material that documents any of these concepts.

The earliest tools that we know of for performing a trephination were formed from obsidian or chert material, materials commonly used to make pointed projectiles. There are numerous examples of chert (flint or stone) or obsidian (volcanic glass) that have been knapped and attached to a handle. By continued scraping or drilling of the bone, a surgeon could gradually remove skull bone to the level of the dura mater (Figs. 1 and 2).

The technique for performing a trephination in the ancient world involved basically 3 different techniques. The “scraping” technique, of which an example is shown in Fig. 2. This technique was typically done with a copper or bronze instrument called the tumi. A “crosshatch” cut, where 4 parallel cuts were made, allowed the surgeon to remove a square or rectangular portion of skull. A third technique involved the use of a trebrum modeled after a carpenter’s awl; a piece of flint or chert was placed into the rotating handle of the device and a series of drill holes were made and then connected. In looking back over history it was commonly the case that early surgeons basically adopted tools that came from the kitchen or the workshop. In looking at museum collections of surgical instruments, most are clearly adaptations of household items, only a bit more ornate in style based on the wealth of the surgeon (Fig. 3).

Ancient surgeons were also quite inventive in dealing with “holes in the head” such as bone defects left from traumatic injuries. In the collection of the Museum of Gold in Lima, Peru, is an exceptional example of “gold” cranioplasty that is well healed; because gold was used, the individual was likely of noble status. Over the centuries many different materials have been used to fill in holes in the head. These materials range from various metallic implants to coconut shells and bones from animals among other materials.

War has always been a fruitful time for a surgeon to learn and refine his operative skills. With the forma-
tion of the Roman Empire and the many military engagements, surgeons were able to develop surgical skills and also learn human anatomy. During the Greco-Roman era, medicine became more developed and codified, and one of the best examples of a surgeon who took advantage of this was Galen of Pergamon (130 AD–200 AD). Galen was an accomplished anatomist, a skilled surgeon, and the developer of a huge collection of surgical, medical, and physiological treatises. This was the period when surgical instrumentation moved from glass, stone, chert, and flint materials to iron, bronze, and copper, providing the surgeon more versatility in design as well as better and more solid material to work with.21

The medical and surgical writings developed during the Greco-Roman era (circa 450 BC–6th century AD) became codified and underwent little change until the Renaissance. In the Byzantine era, the Islamic cultures—and in particular two figures, Avicenna (980–1037 AD) and Albucasis (Abul Qasim, 936–1013 AD)—continued to codify surgical treatments and medical practice for physicians and surgeons.3–5 The use of surgical cautery, the application of a red-hot instrument to stop bleeding, became popular in the general Islamic surgical practice. In regard to trephination, there are very few examples in the Arabic literature. Review of the literature from the “The Golden Age of Islam” (circa 600–1000 AD) indicates that the treatment and techniques for brain injury relied mostly on the writings of Paul of Aegina (625–690 AD), a prominent 6th century surgeon.1,2 Hippocrates had opined in the 4th century BC that no surgeon should consider going deeper than the dura mater as the risks were enormous. A surgeon could elevate a depressed skull fracture or remove a cephalohematoma, but removal of a subdural or intraparenchymal hematoma was virtually forbidden—the risks were considered to be too high. Examples of Byzantine/Islamic instruments are shown in Fig. 4.

In the European medieval period the surgical techniques for dealing with head injuries remained firmly based on the Hippocratic concepts, which were later codified by the Islamic scholars. Instrument design remained rather crude, with most craniectomy methods based on the “hammer and chisel” technique.5 In Europe the surgeon was basically an itinerant “barber-surgeon” traveling from town to town and offering whatever skills he had. Minimal anesthesia was available, mostly just al-
History of craniotomy and osteoplastic flap

In the later Middle Ages the blacksmith became a more skilled appliance and device maker, using better-quality iron ore and other materials. Blacksmiths typically forged horseshoes and farming equipment along with instruments mostly designed for cooking and cosmetic uses, and they also forged instruments for the surgeon (Fig. 6). The Renaissance, and particularly the 16th century, saw significant advances in the design of surgical instruments. Surgeons became more educated and even obtained (or began to obtain) university degrees.

The 16th century ushered in the “tripod”-style trephine for elevating a depressed skull fracture. An early example of this tripod style was illustrated in Hans von Gersdorff’s (1455–1529) book on surgery (1517) (Fig. 7). Interestingly, very few of these devices remain, even in museum collections. I have only seen one tripod type of trephine offered for sale in 35 years and it was a very primitive style from the 18th century.

To Jacopo (Giacomo) Berengario da Carpi (1470–1550) we owe the credit for providing the first printed textbook solely devoted to the treatment of head injuries. Berengario was a skilled autodidactic anatomist and one who performed his own anatomical dissection rather than relying on codified doctrines of Galen and the Islamic schools. These anatomical doctrines along with their errors remained virtually unchanged from the 2nd century AD until the time of the Renaissance. In his Tractatus, Berengario reveals some very interesting and innovative instrument designs for doing a bur hole or craniectomy (Fig. 8). Berengario offers the reader over 8 bit designs that can be interchanged on a hand brace—not too dissimilar to what we call the Hudson brace today. Berengario developed a prominent surgical career caring for a...
number of eminent individuals. An important neurosurgical historical case for Berengario involved a Medici who had sustained an occipital fracture from a lance during a jousting event.

Following along on the theme of a talented surgeon designing his own trephine brace and interchangeable bits was Andrea della Croce (1509?—1589). In his seventh book chapter (Libri VII), della Croce provides a series of elegant illustrations of performing a trephination in a well-furnished Renaissance noble’s home.16 The surgery was performed on the homeowner’s bed with his dog lying nearby on the floor chewing on a rat. Della Croce detailed an elegant brace design, again with a series of interchangeable trephine bits (Fig. 9).

The first systematic surgical text to be printed in English was provided by Peter Lowe (1550–1612). Most medical and surgical works at this time were published in Latin, so only the educated physician could read them. The book is interesting to read, as Lowe wrote in a narrative style in the form of a dialogue between himself and his son.29 In discussing a trephination he noted that it was “best to trepan when dura is intact”—sage advice that dates back to Hippocrates. In looking at his Discourse of the Whole Art of Chyvrgerie..., Lowe has illustrated his armamentarium of neurosurgical instruments, including a Hudson brace–style trephine with a series of interchangeable bits. He also illustrates a series of elevators and a bone rongeur (Fig. 10). In addition, we see here for the first time an instrument called a “tiere froid” which is basically a corkscrew-like device, which the surgeon screws into the depressed fracture and then pops back out. This

Fig. 6. Some examples of English medieval surgical instruments. Illustrated here are examples of a probe, scalpel, vein hook, and elevator/spatula. Small measuring scoops were used for the pharmaceuticals. A close look at the instrument designs reveals that these tools are mostly adaptations from household implements. These items are from the personal collection of the author.

Fig. 7. A example of the “tripod” trephine being used by a prominent Renaissance surgeon—Hans von Gersdorff. Interesting to note that the artist is also illustrating signs of a third nerve palsy. Image courtesy of the Reynolds Library, University of Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama.

Fig. 8. Left: Berengario’s design for a trephine brace able to accept interchangeable bur bits. Right: Facing pages, with the right-hand page showing Berengario’s illustration of the various trephine bits that he had designed. He also designed a triangular head shape to prevent plunging into the brain. From Berengario da Carpi J: Tractatus de Fractura Calvae Sive Cranei. Bologna: Hieronymus de Benedictus, 1518.
tool style remained popular until the end of the 18th century. One can only image the consequences of drilling into depressed fracture bone and what the outcomes were like.

A popular and well-known early English surgeon of the Elizabethan period was William Clowes the elder (circa 1543 or 1544–1604). Clowes published one of the first surgical texts to be written in English in 1596. As was common, Clowes refined his surgical skills as an Army surgeon in the European conflicts—a significant one included defeating the Spanish Armada. Clowes became surgeon at St. Bartholomew’s and went on to comment on the poor surgical skills of his brethren “…though bad surgeons, he says, slew more than the enemy.” A review of his surgical armamentarium indicates he preferred the tripod-style trephine for elevating a depressed skull fracture. Clowes also used a trephine brace with interchangeable trephine bits. When discussing surgical technique, Clowes offered the following to a surgeon in training: “Those which are Masters and Professors chosen to performe the like operation ought indeede to have a Lyons heart, a Ladies Hand and a Hawkes eye, for that is a work of no small importance.”

John Woodall (circa 1556–1663) was a military surgeon who worked for the East India Company and spent a good deal of time on ships rolling and lurching in the seas. In his _The Surgeon’s Mate_ (1617), he modified the trephine crown portion by adding a center pin with a sharp point. This point could be anchored into the skull at the beginning of the trephination. This maneuver was designed to prevent slippage on a “bloody skull” and a rolling deck (Fig. 11). Woodall also modified his technique by putting the top handle of the brace against his chest so he could hold steady with one hand while using the other to turn the brace. Woodall also felt that anyone going to do a trephination should first practice on a sheep or calf head!

I therefore would advise a young Artist to make some experience first upon a calves head, or a sheep’s head, till he can well and easily take out a piece of the bone; so shall he the more safety do it to a man without error when occasion is.

A popular modification to Woodall’s trephine style was introduced by René Garengeot (1688–1759), a prominent French surgeon. As illustrated in Fig. 12, Garengeot preferred to rest his chin on the brace handle and use the weight of the head to help to drive the trephine bit. (See also Fig. 13.) Garengeot was also one of the earliest surgeons to appreciate the “lucid interval” in head trauma.

The 18th century brought about the more compact traveling neurosurgical sets. These sets were often in elaborate leather-encased boxes with handles and clasps made of brass. The trephines became now more commonly the “one-handed” type, allowing the surgeon to perform the procedure with a single hand. The handles are T-shaped.
or gull-wing types, depending on the surgeon’s wishes and the manufacturer. Within the case would be the trephine handle, interchangeable bits, a bone elevator, a bone brush, a lenticular, a bone grasper, and occasionally forceps. Fig. 14 shows one of the more popular English sets, this one designed by Samuel Sharp, F.R.S. (1709–1778), a Guy’s Hospital surgeon. This Sharp set has the “gull wing” style handle on the trephine. As these instruments were produced in the pre-antisepsis era, they were rarely cleaned and often come up for sale still encrusted with the blood and grime of the last surgery.

Surgeons were also becoming more convinced that wounds of the head could prove to be “curable,” changing a long-standing philosophy dating back to Hippocrates. An example of this changing view is shown in the writing of an English surgeon by the name of James Yonge (1646–1721), who published a small monograph titled Wounds of the Brain Proved Curable…. (London, 1682) (Fig. 15). Yonge focused on a 4-year-old child with a skull fracture whom he treated successfully (the child survived). Yonge then goes on to detail another 60 cases from the literature in which he describes patients who survived brain injury—philosophically a significant leap forward for surgeons.

The 18th century saw further advances in surgical training, with a number of surgeons both in Europe and the United Kingdom attaining university educations. Moving away from the itinerant traveling barber-surgeon, these individuals trained extensively in anatomy and developed much improved surgical skills. An example was Lorenz Heister (1683–1758), who is considered one of the...
founders of scientific surgery. In addition to having a university education, Heister refined his anatomical skills by studying under the great anatomist Bernard S. Albinius (1697–1747) and improved his medical skills working under Herman Boerhaave (1668–1738). Heister published both surgical and anatomical volumes that became extremely popular and were translated into a number of different languages. In reviewing one of Heister’s surgical textbooks we find illustrated his trephination set (Fig. 16). The trephine brace is of the typical 18th-century style, with a series of interchangeable bits for making bur holes. Heister also introduced an innovative surgical technique for controlling scalp bleeding. Taking a needle and thread he passed the suture through the scalp in a series of overlapping weavings and by cinching it down could reduce the blood loss from the scalp edges.

A prominent 18th-century English surgeon who had a strong interest in head injury and its surgical treatment was Percival Pott (1714–1788). Pott is remembered eponymously for Pott’s puffy tumor (osteomyelitis of the scalp) and Pott’s disease of the spine, from tuberculosis. In a book on head injuries, Pott reveals his knowledge of the surgical literature and details his experiences. A dramatic turn in surgical management of the skull and brain occurs with changes in both concepts and treatment techniques. In the section under trephines, Potts cites the writings of Hippocrates, Galen, Andrea della Croce, and Albucasis (Abul Qasium), all surgeons discussed previously. Pott notes that he clearly disagrees with their earlier surgical treatment, or the lack thereof. He argues that in the treatment of skull fractures the blood and pus that accumulate under the skull need to be removed. Pott points out that the symptoms seen in head injury are due to direct injury of the brain and not due to just skull injury. Pott also details the difference between compression and concussion when evaluating a head injury. Pott is critical of earlier techniques and instrument design in regard to the trephine. Pott comments that he can make a hole in the head with only a trephine, an elevator, and occasionally he might need a forceps. Pott favored the “tripod” style trephine illustrated in Fig. 17. In Fig. 17 is also illustrated Pott’s ingenious technique for elevating a pediatric skull fracture using a corkscrew-type device with a lever arm.

By the beginning of 19th century we find the trephine sets moving more toward the smaller hand-held T-style trephines. Several sizes of burs were often included in the set along with the obligatory bone dust brush. These traveling sets also included elevators, bone forceps, and lenticulars (used for scraping soft tissue off the skull). For the surgeon with a more robust budget, more safety op-
tions were added to the T-style trephine, the most common being an outer depth gauge that prevented the surgeon from going too deep and plunging into the brain. Different examples of typical trephine sets of this era are shown in Fig. 18.

A variation on the theme of the T-style trephine was introduced by Samuel Coker, F.R.C.S. (Ireland), in 1791. Coker was a surgeon from Ireland who came up with a style of trephine that he thought would allow for easier and safer trepanning of the skull. In addition to the standard “T” handle, he added a “lever”-style handle to provide for an easier method of making a bur hole (Fig. 19). Although it was not as popular as the T-handled type, there were nevertheless a number of variations offered over the next 100 years.

In the latter half of the 18th century bone saws were becoming more commonly used for performing a craniectomy. One of the more popular styles was introduced by a British surgeon at the Leed’s General Infirmary by the name of William Hey, F.R.S. (1736–1819), and is now called the Hey saw. By performing a series of parallel cuts a surgeon could remove a square or rectangular piece of bone from the skull. These saws were still being manufactured in a steel format well into the 1940s. The original style was a handle saw with a beveled blade on one side and a beveled or curved edge on the other side. Later adaptations included a sliding depth gauge with a screw adjustment. This gauge allowed the surgeon to predetermine how deep a cut he wanted to make. These saws were commonly added to the 19th-century traveling trephine sets. Two examples of Hey’s saw along with a craniectomy osteotome are shown in Fig. 20.

With the close of the 18th century, surgeons interested in operating on the skull and brain were clearly becoming more adventurous and better skilled at the art of doing a trephination, and they were even considering operations directly on the brain. But to make brain surgery safer and more of a skilled art, 3 important developments were needed, and these all occurred in the mid to latter half of the nineteenth century. The introduction of anesthesia (painless surgery), antisepsis (reducing the then very high rate of infection prevalent in all surgeries), and...
cerebral localization—these were the 3 key factors that allowed general surgeons to become “neurosurgeons.” Without cerebral localization it was impossible to localize a surgical location for an intracranial lesion. In the 1880s, neurologists and surgeons began working together for a common goal, the removal of brain and spine tumors. As the specialty of neurosurgery began to develop and flourish, surgeons needed to design larger and better skull and skin flaps. The historical technique of connecting a series of drilled holes—chiseling or scraping away the overlying bone—was no longer a satisfactory option.

An example of how a patient was prepared for surgery at the end of the 18th century was detailed by Charles Bell (1774–1842), one England’s great surgeons. In reviewing this surgical scenario one can only be grateful to be alive today with the many forms of anesthesia that are now available for “painless” surgery. Bell comments:

Let the bed or couch on which the patient is lying be turned to the light—have the head shaved—put a wax-cloth on the pillow—let the pillow be firm, to support the patient’s head. Put tow [sic] or sponge by the side of the head—let there be a stout assistant to hold the patient’s head firmly, and let others put their hands on his arms and knees.

In a remarkable book with hand-colored illustrations, Bell detailed his technique of performing a trephination. Most of his surgeries were done for traumatic injuries; an example is shown in Fig. 21.

---

**Fig. 19.** The “lever”-style trephine introduced by Samuel Coker in the 1790s—a style of instrument thought to be safer and easier to use when trephining a skull. Image from the author’s collection.

**Fig. 20.** Two examples of a Hey saw and one of a bone mallet to be used with an osteotome or chisel. The middle saw is an early example, while the upper one shows a more elaborate design with a depth gauge added for dural protection. The lower instrument is a mallet or hammer used with a chisel to perform a craniectomy—a standard 19th-century technique. Instruments from the author’s collection.

**Fig. 21.** Two examples of trephinations performed for head trauma from Bell’s illustrated book on surgical operations. From Bell C: Illustrations of the Great Operations of Surgery: Trepan, Hernia, Amputation, Aneurism, and Lithotomy. London: Longman, et al., 1821.
In Bell’s text on surgery he gives sage advice to the reader on how to perform a trephination.

The surgeon will expect the instruments to be handed to him in this succession—the scalpel; the raspatory; the trephine; the brush, the quill, and probe, from time to time; the elevator, the forceps, and the lenticular.

An extremely important medical discovery for surgeons was the introduction of antisepsis by Sir Joseph Lister, later Lord Lister, (1827–1912) and others. For the first time, equipment used in an operating room had to be able to be sterilized, typically by boiling water or caustic liquids such as carbolic acid. Craniectomy instruments of the 18th and early 19th century had handles made of wood or ebony, and for the more eminent surgeon, brass and ivory. By the 1880s, trephines and other surgical instruments were being manufactured from more durable materials for sterilization. Manufacturers were changing from ivory, wood, and ebony to “metal” materials, and instruments were often designed with a polished nickel finish (Fig. 22). Surgeons could no longer use materials that could not be immersed in sterilizing liquids or boiling water. While not much changed in surgical design in the early steel trephines, the ability to be cleaned after each case led to tremendous reduction in surgical infections.

To provide a bit of a perspective of what an operating room was like in the era just before antiseptic principles were adopted, I offer this example, as described by an early-20th-century British surgeon reflecting back on the pre-antisepsis era.

Those who have recently joined the profession cannot in any way realize the paralysis of surgery sixty years ago in the presence of suppuration, cellulites, erysipelas, septicaemia, pyaemia, acute traumatic gangrene, and tetanus, for which diseases there was as yet no means of prevention and no remedy... The operating theatre (ca. 1875) was of wood. The auditorium would seat several hundred persons. Each of four surgeons had some two hours allotted to him for the performance of the ordinary operations of the week. The surgeon operated in a frock coat which had for a long time been kept in the theatre. It was stained with the blood and pus of previous operations. The instruments were placed in a tray lined with green baize. When a ligature was required the theatre attendant would put it on stretch between his teeth and the fingers of the left hand. It was then waxed and handed to the surgeon.

A prominent Philadelphia surgeon at Jefferson Medical College by the name of Joseph Pancoast (1805–1882) published an illustrated surgical textbook in 1844. This is an interesting time for surgeons, as this publication date is just before the introduction of anesthesia and antisepsis. In Fig. 23, Pancoast illustrates his technique for performing a craniectomy. Using ungloved and likely unwashed hands, Pancoast demonstrates how to handle a trephine brace to make the bur hole and then enlarge the craniectomy with bone rongeurs. The bone is not replaced, leaving a large skull defect—that is, if the patient survived the operation. Pancoast also demonstrates the technique of holding the T-shaped hand trephine. The shaft is held firmly between the third and fourth fingers. A tight grip is applied to the ebony handle while the hand is rotated in a clockwise direction.

By the end of the 19th century, surgeons began moving away from the debilitating and disfiguring surgery done for craniectomies (for example, the hammer and chisel technique). With “painless surgery” (that is, anesthesia) now available, a surgeon did not have to oper-
ate at breakneck speed and on an often struggling and scared patient in severe pain. The “hammer and chisel” craniectomy was clearly crude and often damaging to the patient’s brain. Trephines were helpful but gave limited access to the brain. With cerebral localization becoming more a common practice in the 1880s, neurologists were prompting general surgeons to undertake more radical surgeries on the brain, and for this purpose larger craniectomy techniques had to be developed. A radical change in providing a larger exposure of the brain was the introduction of the osteoplastic craniotomy. The osteoplastic flap was designed so that the skull bone was elevated on a pedicle of overlying soft tissues. There were a number of surgeons during this era who developed modifications for an osteoplastic craniotomy. A pioneer in the use of the osteoplastic flap was Wilhelm Wagner (1848–1900).

Wagner developed the osteoplastic flap to provide more exposure of the brain. In a sign of the times, the Wagner flap was elevated with a hammer and chisel. It is interesting to note that Wagner first developed his flap design by working on cadavers. Despite the use of the hammer and chisel, the osteoplastic craniotomy was clearly much less mutilating and also provided a protective covering for the brain at the end of the operation.

A critical development for the surgeon in elevating a craniotomy was the introduction of the Gigli saw, a flexible wire with barbs fine enough to make a smooth cut in the skull bone. Leonardo Gigli (1863–1908) was an obstetrician who originally designed this saw for a lateral puthiotomy to provide a larger opening for delivery in obstructed labor. The idea for this saw came to Gigli during a dinner banquet when he saw a waiter using a “jagged” knife. The design of the original saw (see Fig. 24) was quite different from what is in use today. The original design had ebony handles and thus could not be sterilized. Within a decade the handles were converted to metal. The original saw was flexible in only one direction, as it was a series of linked teeth. Interestingly, Gigli suggested that this saw could be used to cut any bone with the exception of the skull bone. Surgeons quickly realized that this saw would work in elevating a craniotomy flap but needed more flexibility so as to be able to pass between 2 bur holes. This led to a design change, in which the saw was changed to flexible wire with barbed teeth projecting out. Surgeons quickly realized that passing a barbed wire over the dura and under bone was not such a good idea. This led a Polish surgeon by the name of Alfred Obalinski (1843–1898) of Krakow to come up with a flexible guide in 1897 (originally made from bone and quickly changed to metal) to which the Gigli saw could be attached. Attached to the skull side of the guide, the saw could now be safely passed between bur holes without injuring the dura. In recent years the osteoplastic flap has not been so commonly used, rather a free flap has become the norm. As recently as the 1980s the majority of craniotomies were osteoplastic flaps. With the advent of faster and more refined high-speed craniotomies, neurosurgeons now prefer taking the bone flap out and fixating it back at the end of the case (Fig. 24).

Gigli’s saw was a wonderful innovation, and it spread rapidly, so much so that by the end of the 19th century the Gigli saw was in widespread use and was illustrated in many surgical textbooks.

A modification for the Gigli saw was offered by the Parisian surgeon Eugène-Louis Doyen (1859–1916), who designed a unique dural guard for passing the wire saw between the skull and brain. Doyen went on to further contribute to the osteoplastic flap by developing a complex but popular motorized electric saw, which is illustrated in Fig. 25.

The osteoplastic craniotomy rapidly spread throughout the European operating theaters. Just to give some examples, I have picked 3 European surgeons who were significant contributors to early neurosurgery—Fedor Krause, Antony Chipault, and Thierry de Martel.

Fedor Krause (1857–1937) was a giant in early German surgery and neurosurgery. Although he trained as a general surgeon, he rapidly became interested in surgery on the brain and as a result produced one of the earliest and finest illustrated atlases of brain surgery (1909–1912). This 3-volume atlas introduced a number of surgical approaches to the brain. To deal with tumors of the pineal region Krause pioneered the supracerebellar-infratentorial approach.

Krause was the first to suggest that tumors of the cerebellopontine angle (for example, acoustic neuromas) could be safely operated on. The osteoplastic flap that he designed for the posterior fossa and cerebellum was a true tour-de-force for a surgeon at the turn of the 20th century. Two illustrations from his atlas are shown in Fig. 26. After exposing an acoustic neuroma Krause used an interesting technique of digitally removing the neuroma with an ungloved finger—while it appeared to work for Krause, his complications are not

Fig. 24. Gigli’s original saw design with the ebony handles. The chain links are barbed but only move in one direction. This design was not suitable for a craniotomy, so it was quickly modified to a wire with barbs that had much more flexibility. From the author’s collection.
discussed in his textbook. Krause is best remembered for his quiet demeanor, pleasant personality, and assiduous attention to detail, personality characteristics not common then with surgeons.

Antony Maxine Nicholas Chipault (1866–1920) was the first French surgeon to devote his practice solely to neurosurgery (chirurgien-neurologiste). Chipault had a rather short academic career and published a number of important papers and monographs dealing with neurosurgery at the turn of the 20th century. At one point he was the head of the surgical clinic at the La Salpêtrière, but only for a short period. The tragedy of this individual was his rapid acceleration in neurosurgery and the equally rapid departure from medicine early in his life, quitting his surgical practice at the age of 39 in 1905. Unfortunately, Chipault’s life history still remains an obscure subject of which little is known. Some writers have commented that he appears to have developed early signs of quadriplegia of unknown etiology. In 1894–1895 he published a 2-volume work on surgery of the nervous system in which were introduced a number of new instruments and operative procedures.13 Reviewing Chipault’s neurosurgical writings shows him to be an early advocate of the osteoplastic craniotomy. Interestingly, the first chapter of his work on the brain includes a then-contemporary historical overview of neurosurgery as perceived by Chipault, including a historical study on the development of trephination back to ancient times.13

Chipault was clearly a gifted surgeon and comfort-
able with operating on either the brain or the spine. One of Chipault’s early interests was in a better understanding of cranio-encephalic topography, and he devised some rather ingenious topographs of the head for cerebral localization. What is extraordinary is that Chipault did his first brain tumor in 1892 and then retired in 1905, leaving behind a prodigious output of neurosurgical material—one could only imagine what his contributions would have been if he had been able to continue his surgical career longer. In personality he was described as a very retiring, shy, and very discreet man. (Fig. 27)

Another innovative surgeon at the beginning of the 20th century was the French surgical pioneer Thierry de Martel (1875–1940). De Martel had a particularly strong interest in tumors of the posterior fossa and the cerebellopontine angle. He was trained originally as an engineer prior to going to medical school, and he took advantage of his engineering background to design a number of surgical tools, including one of the first machine-driven trephines. De Martel also designed the first electric motor-driven trephine that “disengaged” when the tip of the bur reached the inner table and dura. Like Doyen, he adopted and further modified the Gigli saw with a metal guide to help pass the saw between bur holes and thereby avoid injury to the brain (Fig. 28). In posterior fossa surgery, de Martel was an early pioneer in the use of the sitting position. He designed his own surgical chair with various positioning devices to correctly position the patient. For almost all of his surgeries he incorporated the osteoplastic flap for craniotomy coverage. Although it is not often appreciated now, de Martel pioneered the technique of intraoperative cinematographic recordings and was among the first to use Kodachrome film to record surgical techniques. De Martel’s life was short, as he committed suicide on the day the Germans invaded Paris. He ended his life with a self-injected lethal dose of potassium cyanide.

The difficulties that attend any attempt on the part of the surgeon to expose, much less remove tumors from the cerebellum, differ very materially from those encountered in tumors of the cerebrum. Speaking upon this subject on another occasion, I said it seemed as though, in encompassing the cerebellum with such large cranial sinuses, nature has intimated that this organ was never to be subjected to exposure at the hands of the surgeon.

An influential American surgeon and an early pioneer in neurosurgery was Charles Frazier (1870–1936) of Philadelphia. Frazier trained at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania and then went abroad and studied under Ernst von Bergmann and Rudolf Virchow, among other prominent European personalities. Frazier later became professor of surgery at the University of Pennsylvania. Frazier was an early advocate of the aseptic technique and providing a sterile field for surgery. To speed up turnover time in the operating room Frazier would often grab a broom and a mop to help clean up at the end of a surgical case. Review of Frazier’s writings shows that he was clearly not an advocate of the craniotomy or the osteoplastic flap when operating in the posterior fossa. He preferred the craniectomy, using the “hammer and chisel,” as he felt this was a safer technique for the patient. In 1926, Frazier introduced the midline “bloodless” incision, which extended from the inion vertically to the cervical region. The incision was a “T” at the superior end, just above the inion, and then carried down the midline of the neck. Frazier designed this incision to avoid the larger laterally placed occipital blood vessels, which could bleed profusely if surgically disrupted. The skin incision could
be curved and extended more laterally to one side. This additional maneuver would allow Frazier space for placement of a bur hole for CSF removal to decompress the brain, as he realized that most of these patients presented with obstructive hydrocephalus.

In this article, I have been able to review only a few of the neurosurgical pioneers and the osteoplastic surgical flap, electing to stop before the era of Harvey Cushing (1869–1939). It is clear how important just a few people were in putting forth the flap design, designing the necessary surgical instrumentation, and then completing the operation with minimum morbidity and mortality. While the osteoplastic flap is rarely used these days, at the time of its development, the technique was clearly a surgical tour-de-force. The reduction in morbidity was significant, not to mention the much less disfiguring skull defects, in comparison with the results of the “hammer and chisel” technique.
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